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1. Let P(B, G) be a differentiable principal fibre bundle over trie base
manifold B with the structural Lie group G. Suppose a connection Γ is defined
by the differentiable distribution x -> QX9 where x € P and Qx is the subspace
of the tangent space Px of P at x [1] [2].*} Let Gx be the subspace of
Px tangent to the fibre through x. Denote the canonical projection of P
onto B as TΓ.

Now we prove the following probably known theorem for later use:

THEOREM 1. Connection Γ in P(B, G) is locally flat if and only if the
differentiable distribution x -> Qx is involutive.

PROOF. For any neighborhood U in B such that π'XU) is isomorphic
with U X G, we take n vector fields X19 X2, , Xn in B which span the
tangent space Tu of B at each point u € U. Then the lifts X*, X*, , XX of
them span the horizontal subspace OΎ at each point x € π~\U). Let v\Xf9 X*]
be the vertical component of [X*,X?]. From the structure equation, and the rela-
tion 2dω(X9 Y) = Xω(Y) - Yω(X) - ω([X, YJ) for each pair of vector fields
X and Y it follows that ω,([X*, XW = <»MX?, Xfb = ~ 2Λ/X?, X?) hold
at each point r, where ω is the connection form and ί l is the curvature
form. Let Y^9 Y2 be any two tangent vectors at x € P and AYΊ, hY<> be
respectively their horizontal comΌonents. Then, as X*'s span Qx and hYa

(ct = 1,2^ â *e linear combinatiois of them, •fl/Y',, Ŷg") = ίlxC^YΊ, hY2) vanishes
provided all ΩX(X?> XfVs vanish. Since the distribution x —• Q x is involutive
if and only if all [X7, XJTs are horizontal, from the above formula it follows
that the considered distribution is involutive if and only if the curvature
form is eαual to zero, that is the connection is locally flat.

COROLLARY. Let P(B9 G) be a principal fibre bundle over the simply
connected base manifold B. If the distribution defining the connection is
involutive^ then P(B, G) is the direct product B X G.

This corollary follows immediately from the above theorem and a coro-
llary of [2] (p. 41).

*) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper. Definitions and
notations in the present paper are adopted from the book of K. Nomizu [2].
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Before considering a generalization of the above theorem, we give a
definition for preparation : Let B be a submanifold of B, then the principal
fibre bundle P'{B\ G) can be seen as a sub-bundle of P{B, G). If x € P'{B\
G) and 7r(V) = u € B, the inverse image of the tangent space Tu> of B
under the isomorphism ΊT from Qx> onto the tangent space 7V of J3 is
denoted as Q V' Then the distribution x -> QV defines a connection Γ in
P{B\ G) which is called the naturally induced connection of Γ. Then we
have the following:

THEOREM 2. For the base manifold B of P(B, G) to have a system of
locally flat {in the sense of naturally induced connection) submanifolds {one
and only one of them through each point of B), it is necessary and suf-
ficient that the distribution x -> Qx defining the connection admits an
involutive differentiable subdistrϊbution x -> Qx {Q'x d Qx at each x) satis-
fying RaQ'x — Qra for any a € G and x € P, where Ra represents the
mapping x -> xa as well as its differential.

PROOF. Suppose the distribution x -> Qx admits an involutive differen-
tiable su1 distribution x —> Qx satisfying RaQr — Q'xa. The canonical projec-
tion rr from P onto B maps Qx isomorphically onto TU9 the tangent space
of B at u = 7r(x\ By this mapping the subdistribution x -> Qx is mapped
to a differentiate distribution u -> Tu C TV9 which is independent of the
choice of x covering u as RaQχ = Qr«. Let U be a neighborhood in B such
that 7r~3(LO is isomorphic to U X G. In U we can take s vector fields X]y

X2y , Xs so that these vector fields span Tύ at each u € B. Let X*, X*9

9X? be their lifts, then these vector fields span Qx at every x € 7τ~Ί(ί7).
Since Ql is involutive, all [X**, Xϊjs (1 <^ i, j ^ .9) are horizontal and by the
structure equation we have ωx([X*, X*l) = — 2Ωx(Xf9 X*) = 0 for every x
and 1 :g ί, i ^ 5. Since τr[X*, X*] - [wXt, irXf] = [X,, X,] (because Xf and
Xi (z = 1, ,5) are Tr-related) and that [Xf, X*]'s are linear combinations
of XJΓS it is clear that [Xi9 Xj's are linear combinations of Xfc's (1 <Ξ /, j , k
^ 5) that is Tύ is involutive. Hence there exists a family of submani-
folds, one and only one of them through each point u € B. Let BXuo) be a
maximal integral manifold of the considered distribution T?/ passing through
u0 € B. Consider the principal fibre sub-bundle P{B, G). Then the distribu-
tion x -> <2V for x € P' defines a connection Γ' in P, and Γ' is locally
flat. In fact, let ω and ίl ' be respectively the connection form and curvature
form of Γ', then by structure equation, we have G>V([Xf, X*]) = ω'x'{v[X*9

X*]) = — 2ίl'r/(XΓ, Xf). Since ω and ω' act 01 Gx by the same way, we
have 0 = ωx,(vlX?9 XJD = <^([Xf, X.Π) = ~ m'«(XT, X?) at every x € P'
and 1 2Ξ /, J ^ s. Thus the curvature form ίl ' vanishes at every point x 6
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P . Hence Γ' is locally flat. Similarly every integral manifold is locally flat.

Conversely, suppose B has a system of locally flat submanifolds (one

and only one through each point), then the tangent spaces of the submani-

folds at each point of B form a differentiable distribution Tu\ which is

involutive [3], In a suitable neighborhood, let Tu' be spanned by s vector

fields Xl9X2> , X5 at each point of the neighborhood. Then their lifts

Xι9Xί9 , X? give rise to a differentiate distribution Qx in P, and evident-

ly Ra Qv = Q'xa As mentioned above, the distribution x -> Qx defines a con-

nection Γ' in P(B',G), where B is any su. manifold and x € P. Then
ω'x(v[X*, X,*]) = <*>ΆXΐ, X*]) = ~ 2O;(X?, X*) = 0, as B' is locally flat. Hence

we have ωx([X*9 X*]) = ω*([X*, X*]) = 0 for every point x € P, since x is
contained in a certain P\B\ G). Thus [X*, Xj]'s are horizontal (1 <S z,j <̂  s).

Finally, from τr[X*, X*] = [Xt, Xj ], we see that [X*, X*] is a linear combina-

tion of X?'s (1 ^ i> j9 k Ŝ s). Thus .r —> Qx is involutive, and Theorem 2 is

proved.

2. Let £(B, F, G, P) be an associated fibre bundle of the differentiable

principal fibre bundle P(B, G) having standard fibre F on which G acts ef-

fectively. It is known that there exists a natural one-to-one correspondence

between the set of connections in P and the set of connections in E [2].

A connection in E(B, F, G, P) is called locally flat if the corresponding

connection in P(B, G) is locally flat.

We like to prove analogous results of above theorems for the associated

fit re bundle E{B9 F9 G, P) of P(B, G).

LEMMA. Let the distributions x —> Qx and e —> Qe define the corres-

ponding connections in P(B, G) and E(B, F, G, P) respectively. Then a

differentiable sub distribution x -> Qx of x -> Qx satisfying RaQx = Q'xa in

P is involutive9 if and only if the corresponding differentiable subdistribu-

tion e -> Qe of e -^ Qe satisfying τrQ'e — irQ'f for π(e) = 7r(/) is involutive.

PROOF. Given a distribution Qx in P, the distribution defining the cor-

responding connection in E is obtained by the following way: For any

point e0 of E, take a point x0 € P such that 7r(e0) = u0 = 7r(.r0). As x0 € P

may be regarded as a mapping of F onto the fit re Fuo> there is a f0 € F

such that x0 ξ0 = e0. Consider a differentiate mapping φ : x € P—> x ξ0

€ E for the fixed element ξ0. Then the tangent sue space Qeo is defined to be

the image of the horizontal subspace QXQ by the differential of φ. By this

mapping φ, the sub distribution QXo ( d QXo) is mapped into a subdistrihu-

tion Qeϋ(c: Qeo). From the conditions RaQx = Qxa and RaQ'χ = Q'xa, it fol-

lows that QeQ as well as Qeo do not depend on the choice of x() and £(). Let
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πOo) = τr(/o), Λen / 0 = x0 (aξ0) = Oo^' 1) f o So if ^ = xt f 0 is the

integral curve from e0 of the distribution e -> Q e which covers wf (of J3

through UQ), then /i = {xta~~τ) ξQ is the integral curve from f0 covering ut.

If the tangent of et at e0 is contained in Qeo9 then the tangent of f at / 0

is contained in Qfo9 and both these tangents cover the tangent of ut at u0.

Therefore, we have πQ'eo — 7rO/0. Finally, if the subdistribution x->Q'x is

involutive, the subdistribution e —> Qe is also involutive. In fact, for a

suitable coordinate neighborhood U of JS, we can take s vector fields X*9

Xt9 9Xf which span Q'x at each point x of ΊΓ'\U\ then the vector

fields φXι9 yφX* span Q'e at each point e of π~\U) in E. It is evident

that if Xt9 Xt, , XT are involutive, then φX*9 φX*9 , φX* are also

involutive.

Conversely, given a connection in E, the distribution defining the cor-

responding connection in P is constructed by the following way : Let T =

\ut I 0 ^ t ^ 1} be an arbitrary curve in B and x0 be a point in P such

that 7r(x0) = u0. Let Ct be a family of isomorphisms of the fibre FUQ onto

FUt then corresponding to ut and J:0> there is a uniquely determined curve

xt in P such that Ct(x0 ξ) = xt ζ for every ξ ζ F. We define <2z0 to be

the set of tangent vectors to the curves xt which correspond to all curves ut

starting at u0 in B. Let Qχ0 be the subset of QXQ which consists of the

tangent vectors to the curves x\ corresponding to all the curves u't whose

tangent vectors at u0 are contained in 7rQ'eo. It can be easily shown that

RaQx0 — Qxoa and RaQχ0 = Q'χoa hold. It is also easy to show that x -> Qx is

a connection in P from which the original connection e —> Qe is derived in

the above manner, and e -> Q'e is derived from x ->• Q'x at the same time.

Hence x -> Q'x is involutive if e -+ Q'e is involutive, as the vector fields span-

ning x -> Q'x and those spanning e -* Q'e are φ-related and φ is an isomorphism

of Qx onto Qe.

From this lemma and the above Theorems 1 and 2, we have respectively

the following:

THEOREM 3. Connection Γ in E(B9 F9 G9 P) is locally flat if and only

if the distribution e -> Qe is involutive [4].

THEOREM 4. For the base manifold B of E(B9 F9 G, P) to have a

system of locally flat {in the sense of naturally induced connection) subma-

nifolds {one and only one of them through each point of B\ it is necessary

and sufficient that the distribution e -> Qe defining the connection in E

admits an involutive differentiable subdistribution e -+ Qe satisfying

πQf for τr{e) = 7r(/).
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In concluding, I wish to express my hearty thanks to Prof. S. Sasaki

for his kind guidance and suggestions.
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